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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to empirically investigate the 
subject of sexual harassment. A total of 82 women were recruited 
from central Illinois t o  fill out a questionnaire on sexual harass­
ment and the Assertiveness Inventory (Gambrill and Richey, 1975 ) .  
An attempt was made to control the subjects for occupational levels. 
Their occupational levels ranged from physician to unskilled worker, 
and their educational levels ranged from a high school degree to an 
advanced degree . The women in this sample worked full-time , part-time , 
and did volunteer work. 
All of tbe women filled out the Assertiveness Inventory, a 40-item 
self-report,  ( Gambrill and Richey , 1975 ) and the sexual harassment 
questionnaire , an 18-item multiple choice form , which contained demo­
graphic and other pertinent variables.  
Significant differences were found when comparing response 
probability and demographic data and comparing sexual harassment incidents 
and demographic data. Results indicated that women who had the highest 
response probability scores saw sexual harassment as less serious , and 
thought of their j obs in more negative terms than women with lower response 
probability scores. These women were younger ,  from lower educational 
and occupational levels , and of average attractiveness. 
When utilizing an assertiveness score instead of the response 
probability score , it was found that women who were labeled assertive 
were from higher occupational categories. The same women reported 
positive attitudes about their work. 
Significant differences were found when comparing incidents of 
sexual harassment and demographic data. It was found that single and 
vi 
divorced women report more instances of being grabbed; women report 
fewer sexual remarks when they are working with fewer men; women in 
lower occupational levels report being grabbed , propositioned,  and 
reacting with anger more ; women with � partial college education report 
more sexual remarks and hints. No significant differences were found 
when comparing incidents of sexual harassment and assertive and response 
probability scores . Implications of this study were discussed. 
vii 
INTRODUCTION 
Sexual harassment has been reviewed exclusively in the popular 
literature and virtually ignored by the professional literature. Key 
questions are the incidence of sexual harassment and what to do about 
the problem. 
· The purpose of this study is to attempt to answer pertinent 
questior.s about sexual harassment. We will irlentify a clear definition 
of sexual harassment and investigate the seriousness of the problem. 
Sexual harassment has been defined as unwanted sexual attention . 
1. 
More specifically, the Working Women United Institute ( WWUI) gives this 
definition : "Sexual harassment can range from a look to rape. It can 
be any or all of the following; verbal suggestions or jokes , con3tant 
leering or ogling, 'accidently' brushing against your body , a 'f�iendly' 
pat, squeeze , pinch, or arm around you, catching you alone for � quick 
kiss , the explicit proposition backed by the threat of l0s:i.ng your job, 
and forced sexual relations" ( Harpers Bazaar, Aupust, 1979, pp . 90-91). 
Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, hirii1g o. woman for a 
job with sexual strings attached is against the law ( Harpers Bazanr ,  
August, 1979, pp. 90-91). The Equal Employment Opportunity Corrm1ission 
( EEOC) has set up guidelines to help determine what is sexual harassment: 
"When submission to sexual advances i s  a condition of employment .  When 
submission to or rejection of said advances is used as the basis of 
employment decisions. When such advances have the purpose or effect 
of interfering with the individual's work performance or creating a 
hoot:ile or intimidv.Ung environment." (Harpers _Bazaar, AugusL, 198G, 
pp. 34-36). These new r�les apply to all government offices and private 
businesses with fifteen or more employees . 
2 .  
The problem of identifying sexual harassment i s  difficult . There 
are cri tevion est.ablished · to deterinine· if someone i s  being f'rien°dly or 
harassing an employee . One of the criteria is whether or not t�e man 
i s  aware that his attention is unwelcome. Another criteria is the 
guidelines set up by the EEOC . A study done by Jourard and Rubin 
demonstrated that there is a sex difference in the interpretation of 
"touching". In general, "for men in our culture, touching is restricted 
to the opposite sex and is primarily sexual" ( Jourard and Rubin, 1975, 
p .  396). Another study has found that 75% of women experience some type 
of offensive sexual behavior in tpeir lifetime (Nelso�, 1979). This 
offensive behavior is accomplished by physical coercion and covert 
threats . Women react to this primarily with anger ( Nelson, 1979). 
After determining what constitutes sexual harassment ,  i t  would be 
appropriate to discuss how serious it i s .  In 1974, statistics showP-d 
that 9 out of 10 women would work at some time in their life. Of 
women who were age 16 and older, 45% were employed . That equalled 
35 million working women ( MacKinnon, 1979). Until recently, women not 
only had to cope with being victims of sexual harassment , but with 
society's failure to recognize it as an abuse ( MacKinnon , 1979) • 
Research shows that up to 90% of working women have been sexually 
harassed at some point in their lives ( Glamour, 1980; Mac.Kinnon, 1979; 
Redbook, April ,  1978). Using the 1974 figures, that would indicate 
that 24.5 million havE been sexually harassed . The Working Women 
United Institute ( WWUI) studies show that 75% of the harassers are in 
a position to fire the employee {Harpers Bazaar, August, 1979). 
fmo1.l!cr study si1owcd t:w� the t.<.lr<i�scr::; were ovc;r 4f1 yea.rs ola anu 
physically unc:ittractive ( T.L111e , Oct. 8, 1979). In a survey co11duc1.-·�d 
by Redbook, 92% of the respondents said that sexual harassment was a 
serious problem (April, 1978 ) .  The WWUI of Massachusetts reported 500 
letters a week asking for help in connection with sexual harassment 
(Redhook, April, 1978 ) . 
3. 
Many women suffer from physiological complaints in connection with 
sexual harassment. Victims suffer from headaches, nausea , severe body 
pain, strained relationships with husbands, sleeplessness,  and weight 
loss or gain (Glamour, May, 1980 ; Ladies Home Journal , June , 1977; Ms . ,  
November , �977; Newsweek, March 1 0 ,  1980 ) .  One expert on psychosomatic 
responses to psychic stress said , "In my practice • • •  I have noted many 
cases of extreme stress and anxiety related to uninvited sexual moles­
tation. In several cases where such emotional stress and anxiety could 
not be expressed verbally, and thus re-establish self-respect , the 
patient would express the stress through psychosomatic symptoms" 
(MacKinnon, 1979, p .  79 ) .  
Besides the emotional and physical effects , there are the obvious 
economic effects . Most of the women who have gone to court have been 
fired from the jobs or quit because of intolerable working conditions 
(MacKinnon , 1979 ) . They may also lose a deserved promotion or raise . 
I f  she does quit her job, she may find that she is not eligible for 
unemployme!1t benefits .  She will probably not receive a needed goo1j 
recommendation if she was fired or quit (Illinois Department of Trans­
portation , 1980; Ms . ,  November, 1 977). 
A variety of results may occur when women complain about sexual 
harassment.. A study conducted in two upstate New York cities found 
that '70% of the women in terviewea had been sexually harassed • Of t�1ose 
women , 75% said that harassment continued after they j_gnored the man. 
Of the 1 89 women who complained to t,heir bosses, one half said that 
.. 
they were ignored and one third were given unpleasant job assignments 
{Business Week , October, 1979). 
4. 
Sexual harassment hurts others besides tbe victim. In the article 
"Women in Medicine" it is reported that sexual harassment can be 
injurious to the health of hospital patients . Nurses must often appenl 
to or flatter the ego of the doctor to best fulfill the needs of the 
patient. An aggressive request from a 1 urse may go unanswered for 
hours whereas a passive request gets immediate attention. It is not 
unheard of for a nurse to ask for the wrong dose of medication so the 
doctor who does not like her will give the correct dose. It is not 
unusual for a nurse asking for advice which she feels is imperative to 
get the answer, "come up to rry apartment ,  and I ' l l  show you" ( Gilbert , 
1970). ·Margaret Mead thinks the problem is so severe tha t ,  "we need 
taboos on sex at work" (Redbook , April,  1978, pp. 31-33). 
Women who are the sole financial support for their families carry 
a heavier burden. Many times the result of sexual harassment i.s that 
the woman is fired , or she quits because of intolerable working conditions. 
If she qui ts , it is t:ard for her to receive unemployment benefits. This 
puts an extra burden on the family because her employer is not likely 
to give her a good reference ,  and another job may be far into the future 
(MacKinnon , 1979). 
Be�ides the children , the husband or the �arital relationship may 
suffer . Some women have problems relating to their husbands or. the men 
in their lives after being cor.stantly harassed at work . There is an added 
strain on the marriage (Ms . ,  November, 1977). 
In the courts , sexual harassment is tried under the heading of 8ex 
discriminat.ion . This rr:ea;,s that 0ven if tr-v j;Jdve is convi�11od t!1.1L 
there is indeed a case of sexual harassment, he may not award her claim 
5. 
on the basis that he does not believe sexual harassment is discriminatory, 
but a "personal" �atter ( MacKinnon, 1979). That is the reason many court 
cases were lost in the beginning of sexual harassment trials. Since 
then, stricter guidelines have been established. 
However, there have been relatively few cases of sexual harassment 
in cour t .  One reason for this is that i t  i s  very hard t o  prove . 
Witnesses are not easily recruited because they may face retaliation at 
their job. Without a witness or concrete evidence that the incidents 
occurred, the case becomes a question of who to believe, the plaintiff 
or the defendent. At best, this would be an unattractive position because 
even with concrete evidence cases have been lost ( Illinois Department of 
Transportation, 1 980; MacKinnon, 1979 ) .  
The victimization of the woman is another reason why these cases 
seldom enter the judicial system-. As in cases of rape, when women are 
pressing charges against men for a sexual matter, there is the tendency 
to believe that women are somehow responsible for the inciden t .  In one 
case, a woman who brought sexual harassment charges against her employer 
was asked to give the names of all of her lovers ( MacKinnon, 1 9 79.) . 
Phyllis Schlafly, prominent anti-Equal Rights Amendment activist, recently 
appeared on a popular talk show with her proposal to stop sexual harassment. 
Her solution was to wear a pin on the chest with the word "lady" printed 
on i t .  This was t o  let the would-be harasser know that his sexual 
attention is unwelcome . Mrs. Schlafly said that all a woman has to do 
to stop the harassment is say "no". She intimated that a woman who is 
sexually harassed is somewhat less of a lady. It is understandable that 
a woman would fear humiliation and recriminai:.ion!> when other women take 
this view. There often is a stigma attached to the victim of a sexual 
crime that is not present in other crimes like murder and robbery. 
6. 
Justice for a woman j.s difficult to obtain as long as this stigma exists 
in our legal and judicial systems perpetuated by societal beliefs. 
Some people express fear that there will be a flood of false sexual 
harassment suits ( MacKinnon , 1979 ) .  A woman who is p::issed over for a 
promotion for legitimate reasons may file a false sexual harassment suit 
against her employer . This is possible but not probable. There is 
always the possibility of false accusations for any offense . Again, 
the burden of proof is hard enough when the case 'is legitimat e .  The 
whole experience is an emotionally trucing one. The following analogy 
to rape is good to show the burden placed upon the victim. A victim 
who resists is more likely to be killed (fired in this instance) , but 
unless she fights back, it is not rape ( sexual harassment )  because she 
cannot prove coercion'' ( MacKinnon, 1979 , p.  46 ) .  This is similar to 
what the woman goes through in court. Her rejection of the advance 
may prove that the advance is unwanted, but it is also likely to call 
forth retaliation causing more injury to prove that an injury ever 
existed. One can see how a flood of sexual harassment cases burdening 
the courts is not likely. 
There are recourses for women who have been sexually harassed. 
Some people believe that if a woman ignores the man the harassment will 
stop. However, studies have found that when women ignore the harasser , 
75% continued ( Business Week , October, 1979;  Illinois Department of 
Transportation, 1980 ) .  
Others believe that by being assertive and saying "no" to the man 
the harassment will stop. Assertiveness is defined as the refusal to 
comply wj 1:11 an onrca::ionn.ble dctnr-md (fj 0d lcr, Dccky and i38actl, 1978) . 
Tests developed to measure assertiveness �nclude Tt� Assertiveness 
Inventory ( Gilmorill .lnd Richey, 1975), J\dult .Self-Expression Scale (Gay, 
Hollandsworth, and Galassi , 1 9 75 ) , College Self-Expression Scale ( Galassi, 
1 . 
DeLo , Galassi , Bastien, 1974) , and Rathus Assertiveness Test ( R athus, 
1973 ) .  We also know that men are more assertive than women ( Hollands-
worth , 1 976 ) .  Another study showed that women perceive assertive 
behavior towards peers as appropriate but did not perceive assertive 
behavior appropriate towards authority figures ( Dunphy, 1977) . 
It is also suggested that assertive women are viewed as less 
attractive by men and women ( Dunphy, 1977; Michaels, 1977; Pendleton, 
1978 ;  Wukasch, 1 9 77) . However, studies also show that men accept asser-
tive behavior better from women who are physically attractive as opposed 
to those who are not ( Jackson and Huston, 1 975; Katims , 1978 ) . 
Utilizing all of this information, we will explore how this can 
help the woman who is being sexually harassed . One discovery is that 
there is no real evidence to suggest that by being assertive the sexual 
harassment will stop. It is suggested that training for women should 
consist of techniques aimed at decreasing anxiety and extinguishing 
conditioned beliefs and attitudes rather than increasing verbal or 
gestural assertive skills ( Brockway, 1976 ) . The problem does not appear 
to be one of men who are "sex crazed" and do not realize that their 
advances are unwelcome. It seems to be a problem of men continuing to 
exercise their power over women ( Bursten , 1973 ;  Gilbert, 1 970; Henley 
and Freeman, 1 9 75 ;  MacKinnon, 1979 ;  and Newsweek, March 1 0 ,  1 980 ) .  One 
writer expresses i t  like this, "the basic motivation behind lt ( sexual 
harassment) is not sex, it' s power" ( Newsweek, March 10, 1980, pp. 8 1 -82 ) . 
One woman writes, "Even clear resistance is often interpreted as encour-
agement or even as provocation" ( MacKinnon, 1979, p .  48 ) .  The problem 
is not a simple one; iL is very complex . If it were as simple as 
wearing a pin sayi.ng "lady" on i t ,  one would not have to resort to le1_ral 
processes. In conclusion , it is important to let the man know that his 
8 .  
advances are unwelcome; but there is not much evidence to show that that 
alone will stop the abuse . That is why recourse through legal channels 
is necessary to protect the rights of women . 
This study will investigate the accuracy of the findings of the 
popular literature as compared with the information gathered from a 
properly controlled research design . Special consideration will be 
given to investigate the relationship between lack of assertiveness 
and sexual harassment. The present study is designed to investigate 
the relationship between assertiveness and sexual harassment and to 
explore the incidences and types of harassment across various occu­
pational level s .  
ME7HOD 
Eighty-two wqmen residents in Illinois were recruited to fill 
out the questionnaire used in this study. Seventeen of the question­
naires were sent by mail to women outside the Coles County area. The 
age range was "16 to 2011 to "over 3511• Their educational level was 
grade school to advanced degrees; salaries ranged from "under $5 ,000" 
to "over $25,000" annuallyo All marital statuses were represented . 
Women were systematically recruited according to occupational levels 
in an attempt to equalize the number from each of the major occu­
pational levels (See tables 1 - 3 ) .  
ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT 
9 .  
All of the subjects were given the Assertiveness Inventory ( Gambrill 
and Richey, 1976). They were also given a questionnaire to investigate 
sexual harassment. This questionnaire was a modified version of the 
one appearing in Redbook in 1976. The Assertiveness Inventory is a 
40-item self-report instrument designed to assess assertiveness and the 
degree of discomfort accompanied with being assertive ( See appendix A). 
There are two scales in the Assertiveness Inventory: degree of discomfort 
and response probabilityo Each subject gives the question or situation 
a rating from one to five for the two scales (degree of discomfort and 
response probability) accompanying each question . A rating of one means 
there is very much discomfort in that situation . On the response 
probability scale , a rating of one means that the subject always does 
what the question asks and a rating of five means she never does i t .  
The numbers assigned t o  each question are tabulated for both scale s ,  
d�gree of discornCort and response pt·obublli ty. i.3ol..h scales were 
assigned a high or low value according to cutoff scores provided by 
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Table "/f.3 
Specific Rccruitin� Areas for .Subjects 
I 
i�ecrui tinr" ilrcas . 0 i. 
Physicians and attorneys 
(correslJondence) 1 4  
Psychology rraduate classes 
�IU) 1 0  
Best Western (Viattoon) 9 
Blaw Knox Plant O·�attoon) 7 
Coles County Coalition Against 7 Domestic Violence 
Staleys ( Decatur) 6 
Artists ( 1 through correspondence) 5 
Hattoon Adult Education Center 5 
Cosmetics ?arty ( Jafra) 5 
' 
CIPS (Matt oon) 4 
Mattoon Library 3 
� 
Kraft Plant (tt,attoon) 2 
aam & Craig TV (Mattoon) 1 
�· 
Lutheran Care Center ( Altamont) 1 
- · . 
Tastee .F'reeze ( I.iat to on) l 
Wrangler Roast Beef (Mattoon) 1 
Unemployment Office (Mattoon) l 
12. 
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Gambrill and Richey. The subject is then assigned a label of assertive, 
nonassertive, anxious performer ,  or doesn't care . 
The sexual harassment questionnaire consisted of 18 multiple choice 
items. It contained demographic information, attitudes about work, and 
incidents and feelings about sexual harassment . ( See appendix B). 
PROCEDURE 
Questionnaires were distributed to women in busi�esses, school s ,  
and organizations around the Coles County area. Subjects were given 
the questionnaires and instructed to fill them out at home then return 
them . Women who had worked in the past but were not presently working 
were instructed to fill out all of the items as they would have during 
the employment in question. Questionnaires were designed so that half 
of the subjects would be taking the Assertiveness Inventory first and 
the other half would be taking the sexual harassment questionnaire first. 
RESULTS 
Using only the highest n values in the various statistics used, 
the following res�lts were found . Of the 82 women who participated 
14 1 
in this study, 43 (52 . 4%) did not report any type of sexual harassment 
and 39 ( 4 7 . 6%) reported one or more incidences of sexual harassment 
( See table 4 for frequenciAs of sexual harassment incidents ) .  A profile 
was obtained by takine the highest n scores from each of the variables 
on the sexual harassment questionnaire using only the women who reported 
harassment. Twenty-two of the 39 women who were harassed were employed 
full-time . They worked in white-collar jobs, followed closely by 
unskilled workers . 1'?:1eir age group was from 20 to 24. They were 
married followed closely by single. Their education consisted of some 
college, and they earned from 10  to 1 5  thousand dollars a year . When 
asked to rate themselves on attractiveness, they gave themselves a five 
and a six on a scale of ten. Most of them felt that their physical 
attractiveness was less important in getting their jobs. They worked 
in a place where less than 10% of the work force were men. Thirty-two 
of them received sexual remarks , 1 7  sexual hints , 1 6  were grabbed, 
three invitations for a date with the implication that a refusal may 
count against them, 1 4  sexual propositions, two propositions with the 
implication that a refusal may count against them ; one sexual relations 
with the implication that a refusal may count against them , three other 
forms of harassment, and zero doesn 't apply. The majority of the women 
ignored the harassment and 16  felt angry about i t ;  eight intimidated, 
three physically ill,  six flattered, four frightened , 1 4  embarrassect ,  
nine i t  was of no consequence, and five it does not apply. They shielded 
themselves from the hara�sment by pretending not to notice and adoptir1g 
a "cool and guardrd rnnnm�r". If Lhe incidents were reported, they 
thought they would h0 told not to take it so seriously or the man would 
T?,ble )L� 
Freqtw.ncj.e3 of Hai�ussment 
Relative .Adjusted 
AbsoJ.utc Freq. Freo. 
Code Freq., (Pct.) (Pct�·) 
0 43 r. � 4 :Jc�. 52.4 
l • j? 20.7 20.7 
2. 10 12.2 12.2 
;• '.) 6. 1 6 •. , ./ .. 
Lr ... 3 7 7 :J. 3-'7 
t-/• 2 2.4 2. l;. 
7 .  __ _(...._ 2.LL 2.1.i. -�-
'l\)tal 62 100.0 100.0 
Currie 
:F'r on • 
1 Pc: ·) \ . , .. 
52.1� 
·13.2 
85. li 
1.)1 ,:5 
9'-1 1 .,, . 
97.6 
·100.0 
15. 
16. 
be told to stop. Eight of them knew someone who had quit a job because 
of sexual harassment, and one had known someone who had been fired in 
relation to sexual harassment ,  and 30 said that they knew of no one in 
those circumstances. Most of them thought that unwelcome male attention 
was offensive. The majority of the women liked their jobs and found 
them challenging. 
A total of 203 chi squares were computed for this study with 1 4  
yielding significant results.  Seventy-eight analyses of variances 
were computed, and 10 of them were significant.  Significant differences 
were found when comparing certain demographic and other pertinent variables 
to sexual harassment .  No significant differences were found among 
women who were harassed and assertion scores. There were significant 
differences when comparing probability of women responding assertively 
and demographic variables.  There were also significant values found 
when comparing those same variables to assertion. Only the tables which 
were significant will be discussed at length in this study. 
Women of lower occupational levels responded more assertively 
than higher occupational groups. Analysis of variance indicated a 
significant difference in the response probability of women in different 
occupational levels , F (8,73) = 2.826, .P. <. .008 (See table 5 ) .  
When using a type score instead of response probability, a different 
result was obtained . Gambrill and Richey (1976) use two factors when 
assessing assertion, response probability and degree of discomfor t .  
Utilizing their Assertiveness Inventory, the two factors are plotted 
into a predetermined chart which determines if the person is assertive , 
nonassertive, an anxious pcrformGr , or doesn ' t  care. The difference 
between the type and response probability score is that in the ty- :core 
the degree of discomfort has been factored in. That is why the r,!.,ults 
Criterio;1 Variaule flcDpo:we Probability 
Liroken 1JO':h1 'f.'y Occ upution 
Code Mean Std. Dov. a Value 
fc� ��tire �opulntion 105.317 1?.308 82 
Ge cup. 
\.i•."(ll.°l� 
Gc:c u:>. 
Ge c tl..>. 
Uc en 1j. 
,:·cc u::.i .. 
0CC'.ln. 
l:CCl•1)., 
0CCUJ1• 
1. 90.50J 
109.jOD 
i 1o.9::J) 
9].16'? 
1 CY1: • uOO 
1 16.222 
111.8�0 
109. l,2') 
" ,�' 1 82 I VLr • _ 
18.367 
"j 1 .:.:J:J 
. 2 I' l-? I • t'.) 
22. 2:�6 
�-. :·· �) ... ij • .  ) t_Q 
1 0.022 
..... ,- Q".>7. C.0 • t_;;> 
1j.2G5 
180351 
11+ 
iO 
1 :; ..; ,-u 
,. :.> 
(' ";) . -:; 
7 
1 1 
} . 1 7. 
LD..�JCl 
._ . . :.urc c D .•. � J • F Hatio l:' -�'"::'O :.: • 
>: i:. �·!c(:n CroLn);:; 8 
.:i L!.:_!l Grou PG 13 
".i.1 0 t c:11. 8 l 
r..;;· -z..7 0 . .::-/ ../ . • v -'  
, .. , - ""') t .  ("',. -I .. 1.)t-.J. 0 ! 
21 '") ,.. 7 ,.., -!·'-•..;..;. ( v 
? 17.21+ 
25.:,;. 70 
2.826 / \ 4' :1 4t VV';J 
18 � 
may differ. This lends credibility to Gambrill and Richey ' s  purpose in 
using the type scores.  Utilizing the type score , women who were labeled 
assertive were from a higher occupational level , _!._ ( 24) = 37. 9561 , E. <. • 040 
( See table 6 for mean scores ) .  A Pearson Correlation Coefficient was 
computed on assertion, type I ,  and response probability ( See table 7) . 
Women in the age range of 16 to 24 had higher mean scores for 
response probability than women from older age groups. An analysis of 
variance indicated a significant difference in the age levels and response 
probability scores , F ( 4 , 77) = 3.345 , p� .020 ( See table 8 ) . 
Those women from the lowest educational level reported more instances 
of responding assertively. Women with the highest educational degrees 
' 
had the lowest mean scores for response probability. An analysis of 
varianCE? revealed a significant difference in the groups , F ( 4 , 77) = 5 .999, 
E. 4'.. .001 (See table 9). 
Another finding was that women who make the least money had higher 
response probability scores . Women who made the most money had signifi-
cantly lower scores . An analysis of variance revealed a significant 
difference in the groups, £. ( 4 , 77)  = 6. 1 4 0 ,  E. 4.. .001 (See table 1 0 ) . 
Women who rated themselves as mediumly attractive had higher response 
probability scores . Those at both extremes of the attractiveness scale, 
very attractive and very unattractive, were found to have lower response 
probability scores. The analysis of variance was significan t ,  F (8 , 73 )  = 
2 . 196, E. � .040 (See table 1 1 ) .  
Utilizing the assertiveness score , the same results were found . 
Women who were identified as assertive rated themselves as average 
attractiveness. Upon analysis a significant difference was found , 
t (2 1 )  = 34.59139; E. � .040 (See table 1 2 ) . 
Count 
Occup 
Column 
total 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Table �6 
Crosstabulation of Occupation by Type 
Type 
1 
10 
. 3 
4 
3 
1 
1 . 
2 
0 
5 
29 
35. 4  
2 
2 
4 
7 
1 
2 
7 
2 
2 
1 
28 
34. 1  
3 
0 
2 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
3 
2 
10 
12.2 
, 
4 
2 
1 
3 
2 
0 
. 1 
1 
2 
3 
15 
18. 3 
I 7 
How 
Total 
10 
12.2 
15 
18. 3  
6 
7 . 3 
5 
6.1 
I 
9 
1 1.0 
5 
6 .  1 
7 
8.5 
1  
1 3. 4 
82 
100.0 
19. 
Raw Chi Square = 37 .956 15 with 2 4  deg. of freedom. Sig. = .0 350 
Cramer's V. = . 39280 Contingency Coefficient = .56251 
ETA = .25 189 with occup dependent. 
ETA = .32168 with type dependent. 
Category Labels 
Occupa,tion 
l =  Professional 
2= Teacher, nurse 
3= White Collar 
4 =  Managerial 
5= Artist/1,'Jriter 
6 =  Restaurant/bar 
7= Skilled worker 
8= Unskilled worke·r 
9= Other 
1= Assertive 
2= Honassertive 
3� Anxious Performer 
4= Doesn't care 
20. 
Table #7 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
Harass DD RP Assert 
Harass 1 . oooo . 0734 . 0788 .0839 ( 0 )  ( 82) ( 82) ( 82) P=***-l<··x-�· P= . 256 P= . 241 P= . 227 
DD . 0734 1 . 0000 .6298 . 9 1 92 ( 82) ( O )  ( 82) ( 8 2 )  P= . 256 P= * * * * -K·*  P= .001 P= . 00 1  
RP .0788 . 6298" 1 .  0000 . 8847 ( 82) ( 8 2 )  ( 0 )  ( 82) P= • 2L'r 1 P= . 001 P::: -i<· ·x- ·* ·x·** P= . 00 1  
Assert . 0839 . 9 1 92 • 88Lr 7 1 . oooo ( 82) ( 82) ( 82) ( 0 )  
P= . 227 P= . 001 P= . 001 P=* ·*** *·* 
Table i::C8 
Crit erion Varia-ole i�esponse ProbabiJ.i ty 
Broken Down by A;:;e 
Variable Code Ee an Std. Dev. N Value 
For Entire Population 1 05 . 31 ? 1 7 .308 82 
Age ( Under 20) 1 • 1 21 . 800 1 9 . 829 5 
Age ( 20 to 2L� ) 2. 1 09 . 1 38 1 5 .  bli-5 29 
Age ( 25 t o  29) 3 .  1 Oli· • 2 1 4  1 5 . 298 1 4  
Age ( 30 t o  3 .5 )  4 .  9 1 . 000 1 1  . 63'? 8 
Age ( ov er 35 ) 5 .  1 02 . 885 1 7 . 976 26 
Total Cases = 82 
Analysis of Varia.nc e 
Source D . F .  Sum of Sqrs. i-iean Sqr. F .Ratio 
Between Groups l� 3592.50 898. 1 2  3. 3L;.5 
Witl1in Grou:ys 7'7 2067 1 . 26 268.46 
Total 81 2L1.263 . ?6 
E'l1A Sqrd. = • 1 48 1  
2 1 .  
Lao el 
F Prob. 
• 01 l+ 
Table #9 
Criterion Variable Response Probability 
Broken Down by Zducation 
Variable Code Mean Std. Dev. N Value Label 
For Entire Population 1 05 . 3 1 7 1 7 . 305 82 
Educ ( High School) 2. 1 1 6 . 056 1 3 . 059 1 8  
Educ (Sow') Colleg e )  3 . 1 03 . 450 1 6 . 3'?9 20 
Educ ( Gallese DeGrce) Li- .  1 1 o. 222 1 5 .  28L;. 1 8  
Educ ( S ome Grad ·:1ork) 5 .  i 02. 250 1 3 . 968 1 2  
Educ (Advanced Do<:;rcc) G .  90.500 1 8 . 367 1 4  
Total Cases = 82 
Analysis of Varianc e 
Source D.F. Su.'11 o f  Sqrs. �iean Sqr. F Hatio F Pro·o . 
Letween Groups 4 
Within Groups 77 
Total 8 1  
"iJrA Sqrd. � . 2376 
5765 . 00 
1 8498 . 76 
2l+263. 7G 
1 441 . 25 
240. 21-J-
5 . 999 . ooo 
2 2 .  
Table tll 0 
Criterion Variable Response ?robability 
Broken Down by Salary 
Variable Code 
For Entira Population 
Salary ( < �5 ;ooo ) 1 .  
Salary ( � 5 , 000- J 1 0 , 000 ) 2. 
Salary ( :;; 1 0 ,  000- .� 1 ] , 000) 3 .  
Salary Ci 1 .5· , 00 i - ... 25 , 000) 4. 
Salary (> ii 2.'.) , 000) .? • 
Total Cases = 82 
Analysis of Variance 
Mean 
·1 05 . 31 7  
1 1 1  • 833 
1 1 1  • 050 
1 06. L�81 
BL� .  57 1 
93 .500 
Std. Dev. :CI Value 
1 7 . 308 82 
1 2. 674 1 8  
1 a . 809 20 
1 0 . 646 27 
21 . 5 9Lt- '1 
i 8 .  728 1 0  
Label 
Source D.F. Su� of 5qrs. Mean Sqr. F Ratio F Prob. 
Between Groups 4 
Within Grouys 77 
11otal 01 
ETA Sqrd. = • 2�.1 8  
586 7 . 35 
1 8396 . 4 1  
21+203. '?6 
l 1+6 6 . 84 
238. 9 1  
6 .  1 l+O . ooo 
23 . 
Table :t1 1 
Criterion Variable Response Probability 
Broken Down by Attractiveness 
Variable Code i·ican Std. Dev. H Value Label 
For �ntire Population 82 
( s elf-rating ) 
Attract 0 9Li-. 000 0 1 
Attract 2,, 93. 500 6 . 36L� 2 
Attract :; . 1 1 2 . 000 2. 646 3 
Attract 4 .  1 02 . 000 0 1 
Attract 5 .  1 O:J . O!:.J 1 3 . 559 21 
Attract (' 1 1 l • l jv 1 2. 658 22 o .  
Attract 7 .  1 07 . 2JG 1 9 . 3 1 7 1 4 · 
Attract 8 .  91{ . •  9.)3 22. 607 1 5  
Attract J .  32. 000 1 5 .  100 3 
Total Cases ·- 82 
Analysis of Var:i_anc0 
24. 
Source D . F .  .:.>ma o f  Sq.!�S . hean Sqr • F t{atio F Prob. 
BetTieen Groups 8 
�ithin Groups 73 
r:eotaJ. 81 
ETA Sqrd. = . 1 939 
4705. 92 
1 S)57. o3 
24263. '/G 
588 . 24 
267 . 9 2  
2. 1 96 . 037 
'l'able ,)!12 
Crossta�ulation o f  Attractiveness by Type 
unt 
Attract 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
? 
8 
9 
Colur.m 
total 
- .i; 
1 
1 
0 
0 
3 
6 
6 
a 
_, 
3 
,.. at er:- --···· 'i ,.., r· " 1 ..... �.I :' ... ' ·!;.;._.;,..��� 
1 = /is:: .... �)." :, 1 • .. ' 0  
2== t.O�'. c; . • :;::ertivc; . 
3== f.?' x:U: ').;'.� )C'i"' fo�:::G.c 
I+= Dos.-� 1�; t cu.re 
2 
0 
2 
0 
1 0  
,.. 
0 
5 
5 
0 
28 
31+. 6 
3 
1 
0 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 0  
1 2. 3 
4 
---� 
0 
I 
0 
4 
'1 
\.) 
2 
0 
0 
1 .:; 
1 8. 5 
Row 
'j.'Qtal 
2 
2 . 5  
1 
1 . 2 
22 
2'/ . 2  
i .'. 
1 7 . j  
1 5  
1 8 . 5 
3 
j . ?  
,.., -u l 
1 ·� .. J. O 
2 5 .  
. ' .  . .. 
• v�, . .  ) 
26 • .  
A significant score was obtained when comparing response probability 
and how women feel. about sexual harassment .  Women with the highest mean 
scores for response probability said that sexual tension between men and 
women who work together is normal and that innocent flirtations make the 
workday interestingo The two groups with the lowest mean scores for 
response probability said that attractive women have to learn to expect 
sexual advances and how to cope with them and that unwelcome male atten­
tionon the job is offensiveo A significant score was computed when 
comparing the different groups , F ( 5 , 76 )  = 2 .822 , E. � .030 (See table 1 3 ) . 
There is also a significant difference in how the different types 
fell about harassment .  Women who are labeled assertive ( type I )  reported 
feeling less embarrassed by the harassment than the other three types 
( nonassertive , anxious performer ,  and doesn ' t  care ) .  A significant score 
was computed, ! ( 3 )  = 7 . 98089 , .E. £.. .050 ( See table 1 4 ) .  
Women who had higher response probability scores reported disliking 
their jobs more than those who had lower response probability scores. 
The mean �core for the women who disliked their jobs was significantly 
higher than for those who liked their jobs , F ( 3 , 78 )  = 3 . 588, E. � .020 
(See table 1 5 ) .  
A different score was obtained when using the type score instead 
of the response probability factor. Women who were labeled assertive 
reported liking their jobs more than the other three types . A significant 
score was found when computing type by how the women felt about work , 
t ( 6 )  = 1 9 . 9527 , .£ <. . 0030 ( See table 1 6 ) . 
There is also a significant difference in how women feel about 
their jobs and response probability scores.  Women with the highest 
mean scores reported viewing their work in a negative manner ( demeaning, 
boring, and exhausting) while women with the lowest mean scores find 
Criterion Variable ::es r>or..se f' . .cobubility 
Broken Do·:m by }�e el 
27 . 
Varia-ole Code L'1ean Std. Dev. N Value Label 
For Entire Population 
Feel 
Feel 
Feel 
Feel 
Feel 
Feel 
Total Cas es = 82 
Analysis of Varianc e  
Sou�ce D . F .  
Between Gronp3 5 
�ithin Croups 76 
.,.11otal 81  
E'r A Sq rd.  ::: • 1 566 
. 1 05 . 3 1 7 
0 1 1 4.  1 25 
I • 1 09 . 05? 
2. 1 1 6 . i 1 1  
3 .  9L, . �.oo 
_? .  1 08 • .::S.33 
6 .  1 03 . 47 1  
Surn o f  Sqrs . 
3799 . 06 
?()l1 ,,: II 0( (.) � ,...., .. . . "" 
2l 2.· - r7r :- -<>.?. Q 
Circled �:, � o  !:w.n-i r;.;s ,.on:.>cc • 
1 '7 .308 
1 5 . 6 6 1  
• 7 t:: 1 Q l .). o 7 
1 8 . 224 
20 .. 220 
1 2. )70 
1 5 . 5 6 1  
J.iean Sqr. 
759 . 8 1  
269. 2'7 
82 
8 
7 
9 
1 5 
9 
3�-
ii' :::�atio F Prob 
2. 822 . 022 
0= 
1 ::: ..,, • ':: f 
- • .:>0xllal te:D�.>,_on 1,;�-l.-.:0c.�1 r.i0n c.tna nomen is nor .. 1al. 
2= 
-:t,_ .,, ·-
LmoceEt f J.irtat ".i.0�1S r:!."l.:�C 'C!le '.'!Ol�li"ciay iiltcre.3 cint.;. 
Attrae; ti\''J ;:;0:�1 G n  Hav e -co e:� .. 1oc-c sexual aciva:lcc:.> and lc&rn · 
l�m·: 'CO HD.J!().:1_0 ·.,;1w�.: .. 
5:.� ,·;omen \'.hCJ u�·c: .JOttlcr·eci. are a:Jl-;.in0 for i t .  
r-, �:. l.i� r:'/".: J. c O!�i•.) ; i.-::lo .:;.t t. �mtioa i::; o f  :f :�11si v 0 .  
Table f/14 
Crosstabulation of Embarrass by Type 
Type 
c ount 
Em bar 1 
0 28 
1 1 
Column · 29 
total 35 . 4  
2 3 
22 6 
6 4 
28 1 0  
34 . 1 1 2. 2 
, 4 
1 2  
3 
1 5  
1 8. 3  
Row 
Total 
68 
82.9 
1 4  
1 7 . 1  
82 
1 00 . 0  
28. 
Raw Chi Square = 7 . 98089 with 3 degrees of freedom. Sig. = . 0464 
Cramer ' s  V = . 3 1 1 97 Contingency Coefficient = . 29782 
ETA- = . 3 1 1 97 with embar dependent. 
ETA = . 21 1 66 with type dependent. 
Category Labels 
0= not embarrass ed 
1 = embar.rassed 
Types 
1 =  Assertive 
2= Nonassertive 
3= Anxious performer 
4= Doesn' t care 
Crosstabulation o f  ,.�rnba:crass by 'J;ypc 
Typo � 
c ount 
i:mbar 1 
0 28 
1 1 
. 
Co lu::m 29 
t otal 35. 4 
2 3 
22 6 
6 L� 
28 1 0  
34. 1 1 2 . 2 
4 
1 2  
.3 
1 5  
1 8 . 3  
Row 
1rotal 
68 
82 . 9  
1 4  
1 7 .  1 
82 
1 00 . 0  
Raw C h i  Square = 7 . 98oe9 r1�_t;·: 3 der;rees o f  free<io11. Sig., 
Crw1er 1 s  � = . 3 1 1 97 Contingency �oefficlan� = . 29J82 
ETA = • .) 1 i 97 \';i th e;.i>a.r dependent. 
E"'l1A :::. • 21 i 66 witi1 tTi.�e ci.cpc'!clcnt . 
0== not t":.lr:!b.:l."t'UGGGd 
1 = e::nbarns.::;ecl 
Labels 
Typo:3 
1 = Aasert).ve 
2= Nono.ss ertive 
3= tnxinus performer 
4= Doesn' t care 
'.l'..al:>lo ;,.:1 5 
Criterion Variaole Response Probability 
Broken Down by Like Job 
Variable Code Mean S t d .  Dev. 
For Entire Population 1 05 . 31 7 1 7 . 308 
Like Job 0 1 1 0 . 500 7 . 773 
Like J ob 1 • 1 02 . 4'7'7 1 '? . 665 
Like Job 2. 1 1 o . 200 9 .  52L� 
Like Joo 3 . 1 20 . 300 1 0 . 1 44 
Total Cases = 82 
Annlysis o f  Variance 
Source D . F .  Sum o f  c· oqrs. Eean .Sqr. 
Between Groups 3 29L�2. 1 4 980 . 7 1  
'.'Ii thin Grou-y.s 78 2i 321 . 62 273.35 
Total 8 1  �421'." 3 '7r c:. 0 . , o  
ETA Sqrd. = . 1 2 1 3  
Cat e1:-o:c'1 Lnbels �""-"-...;..;) - �l-- --
0= circled t o o  many responses 
i =  like jOJ 
2= dislike joi) 
}= indifferent 
N Value 
82 
2 
65 
5 
1 0  
F ratio 
3 . 5 88 
2 9 .  
r.evel 
F Proo .  
. 0 1 7 
Table #16 
Crosstabulation o f  Like Job By Type 
Type 
Count I 1 Like Job 
Colm:in 
t o tal 
1 
2 
3 
. 
28 
l 
0 
29 
36 . 2  
2 
1 6  
2 
9 
27 
33 . 7  
. 
3 
1 0  
0 
0 
1 0  
1 2. 5 
. 
4 
1 1 
2 
1 
65 
81 . 3  
5 
6 . 3  
1 0  
i 2 . 5  
80 
1 00 . 0  
Raw Chi Square = 1 9 . 95273 with 6 dcc;rci:;s o f  freedom • .S:Lg. = . 002.� 
Craner' s V = . 3531 !+ Co:ntin:;cncy coefficient = . 44679 
�·:t1A = • 46900 '::J_ �n like job de:;1c�Hlent . 
:S'l'A = • l 2351 •:;i ti1 type dependent . 
Catecory Labels 
I.i.kc j.Q.Q Type 
1 = 
2 = 
3 = 
Lil:c job 
Dis J.il<::e job 
IndJ f feront 
1 = .AsscrtiY� 
2 = Honassertive 
3 = Anx:Lous 1.:>crformer 
4 = Doesn ' t  c:are 
3 1  .. 
their work to be positive ( challenging, exciting ) .  An analysis of 
variance was computed and revealed a significant score , F ( 5 , 76 )  = 3 .865 , 
.E. � .005 (See table 1 7 ) . 
Women with a high school degree , a college degree , and an advanced 
degree reported fewer sexual remarks than those with some college and 
some graduate work completed . Computing the data, a signifi�ant differ­
ence was indicated , ! ( 4 )  = 1 7  . 0 1 80 1 , p "'-.. .002 (See table 18 ) .  
A significant score was obtained when comparing no harassment with 
educational level . Women with some college and some graduate work 
completed reported more harassment than women with high school , college 
and advanced degrees completed. The significant score was , t ( 4 )  = 
1 0 .90 1 2 9,  .E. � .0300 ( See table 1 9 ) .  
A significant score was found between educational level and no 
harassment .  Women with a high school degree, college degree , and an 
advanced degree reported no sexual harassment more often than those who 
had some college education and those who completed some graduate work. 
Upon analysis, a significant score was obtained , ! ( 4 )  = 20. 1 798 , .E. � • 0010 
(See table 20) • 
Women with some college and some graduate work report that questions 
pertaining to sexual harassment do not pertain to them. The analysis 
computed yielded a significant score , t ( 4 )  = 21 .4509 1 , .E � .0004 (See 
table 2 1 ) .  
Women from lower occupational levels reported more instances of 
being grabbed than did those of higher occupational levels . A signifi­
cant score was obtained , ! ( 8 )  = 22 . 3 1 068 , .E. L.. .005 (See table 22 ) .  
Women of lower occupational levels reported more propositions than 
women of higher occupational levels . The significant score was , t ( 8 )  = 
18.826 1 8 ,  .E. � .020 (See table 23 ) .  
3 2 .  
Criterion Variable ncoponse Probability 
Broken Dorm oy ',fork Is 
Variaola Code 
For Entire Population 
l//ork is 0 
Work is 1 • 
Work is 2. 
V/ork is 3 .  
Work is 4 .  
Work is 5 .  
Total Cases = 82 
Analysis of Varici.nce 
Source D . F .  
Between Groups 5 
Within Groups 76 
Total 81  
ETA Sqr d .  = . 2027 
Mean 
1 05 . 3 1 7  
1 1 0 . 7 1 4  
1 04 . 857 
1 20 . 300 
1 1 6 . 000 
99.000 
1 1 4 . 286 
Sum o f  Sqrs. 
49 1 9 . 08 
1 9344. 67 
2L�263. 76 
Std Dev. N Value Label 
1 7 . 308 82 
8 . 7 1 2 7 
22 .. 062 1 4  
1 6 . 228 i O  
1 2 . 728 2 
1 4 . 837 42 
1 2 . 932 7 
Nean Sqr. F Ratio F Prob. 
983 . 82 3 . 865 . 004 
254 . 5 4  
Cp.t0t'):ory T ... abeJ.s 
1.'/ori: is 
0= circled t o o  many responses 
1 =  exciting 
2= boi--i·11r; 
3= exh��ustinG 
4= challenging 
5= deraeaning 
, 33 .  
'1:"1 ntl0 .,.,. 1 8 - C.� "" JC 
Crosstabulution of Hcmarks By Education 
Co 
Remarks 
unt 
0 
1 
• :Sduc 
2 
1 3 
r / 
Colui:in · 1 8  
t o t al 22.0 
3 
? 
1 3  
20 
2'+ · 4  
4 
1 6  
2 
1 8  
22 . 0  
5 
4 
8 
1 2  
1 4 .  6 
6 
1 0  
4 
Row 
r.!:C·tD.l 
50 
6 1 . G  
82 
1 oo . 0  
Raw Chi Sque.re = 1 7  . 0 1 801 with 4 degrees of frccdo�a. ..Ji.:.:; . -· 
Cramer ' z V = . L�5556 Conl: inr;Gncy coe fficie:1t :: . Lj. l  '+5? 
1'Jf1\ :::: • h-5556 wi t11 re�1c:...rks ocpenu.ent . 
ETA :::: . 0 1 36? v;ith educ . dependen t .  
Cat egory Labels 
0 = 1;0 rcmarlw 
1 = Yes remarks 
'i'C.l'1C '='i· i· Q l'1 £!.-.-�-�-':-.:-; 
2 = Hi61 school 
3 = �c�a c oll��c 
4 = Coll8�0 da�rca 
5 = .'.:)or.-:G £�ra<.lual:.c \'101'1� 
6 = AdvancGd. d 0 � v c c  
i"\ • I . ...... \) ; ,: 
Table . :1/1 9 
Crosstabulation of Hints By Education 
Gou 
Hints 
nt 
0 
l 
Ed UC 
2 
1 6  
2 
Colunn . 1 8  
t o t�l 22.0 
3 
1 l 
9 
20 
2Li- . 4  
4 
1 6  
2 
1 8  
22. 0 
5 
9 
3 
1 2  
1 4 . 6  
6 
1 3  
l 
1 4  
1 7 .  1 
Row 
Total 
65 
7 9 . 3  
1 7  
20. ? 
82 
1 00 . 0  
I 
3'4 . 
Raw C!1i Square = 1 o . 901 29 i'rith 4 degrees o f  freedor:1 . .::>i;;. = .02'/'7 
Cramer ' s  V = • 36461 Contingency coef ficiet1t = • 34255 
Di'A = .361.+61 Y:itn l:i11ts dependent . 
EJ:A = . 1 0 1 85 with educ . d0pcndcnt. 
Cat e;;ory t:-.i,bels 
2 = High school 
3 = .Some colJ.cE;e 
4 = CollGc;e de:;ree 
5 = SO:ile Gra.c.!.untc '.'!Ork 
6 = Advanc ed C:.c�rce 
Crosst abulation of None by Education 
Count 
None 
Column 
t otal 
0 
1 
Educ 
2 
6 
1 2 
l 8 
22. 0 
3 4 
1 6  l+ 
-
.. 
L1- 1L1-
-
20 1 8  
24 . L; 22. 0 
5 6 
9 4 
'7 :; 1 0  
Row 
Total 
3 9  
Li-7.  6 
�-3 
52.4 
82 
1 0 0 . 0  
35 . 
. -
Raw Chi �quare = 20 . 1 7988 with 4 de�. of freedom. Sig. = . OJU5 
Cra,�ae:r ' s V = • Li9608 �>;>n t j.r:ccHcy Coefficient = . 1.�4L�40 
�TA - . 49608 with none ciopencicnt. 
ETA = . 05985 wi �i educ . dependen t .  
Cat e cory Labels · 
0= Harassment 
1 = i\1o 11ar.:.i.ss1i1t.rnt 2= High school 3= Sortle col:Lr�t;e 
4= College degre0 
5= Some graduate work 
6= Advanced deGre0 
Crosstabulation o f  Doesn ' t  Apply 13y EC:.ucation 
C o  
DA 
' 
unt 
0 
1 
� .t!.i UC 
2 
4 
1 4  
Coluran 1 8  
t o tal 22.0 
3 
1 6  
4 
20 
24.1+ 
4 
4 
1 4 
1 8  
22.0 
5 
7 
5 
1 2  
1 L� . 6  
h 
3 
1 1 
1 4  
1 7 . 1  
Row 
1'otal 
L�8 
58.5 
82 
1 00 . 0  
% .  
Raw Chi Squar e = 2 1  . 45091 \'Ii.th 4 degrees o f  freedom. �.iig. = . 0003 
Cramer 1 s V = • 5 1  i �-6 Co::i.tin[;cncy c o e f ficient = . 45536 
F/l'A = • 5 1 1 46 wi t.i1 D:l de�1end.ent . 
ETA = . 0}5 1 3  �ith educ. dependent . 
Cat egory Labels 
Doe:�n 1 t ::. •:rnly 
o = It :i.rJJi.i0s 
1 = It do03n ' t  apply 
2 = Hir;h school 
3 = S oli"!e col.L0ze 
4 = Colle�e ac�ree 
, = Some graduate work 
6 = Advanced degree 
37. 
'i' a.bl a ,;:2 2 
Crosstabulation of Grao by Occupation 
Occup 
Coun t 
Grab 1 
0 1 3  
1 1 
Colu.mn 1 4 
Total 1 7. 1 
2 
1 0  . 
0 
1 0  
1 2. 2  
'3 
1 2 
3 
1 5  
1 8 . 3  
4 
� 0 
0 
6 
5 
5 
0 
5 
6 .  i 
6 
5 
4 
9 
1 1  • 0 
'l 
2 
.., :> 
5 
6 .  1 
8 
3 
4 
7 
8 . 5  
9 
1 0  
. 
' 
. 1 1  
1 3 . 4  
�ow 
'rot al 
t;6 
8·J . j  
l G  
1 9 . 5  
82 
1 00 . 0  
Haw Chi Square = 22. ;s1 068 nitl:. 8 deg. o f  freedom • . .Si.g. = . 0011-Li 
Cramer ' s  V = . 52 1 6 1  Conti ��ency Coefficient = . 46248 
EI'A = • 521 G1  wi ti1 grab de:;>0ndent . 
ETA = . 25987 with o c c up .  dependent . 
Grab 
0= Not grabbed 
1 =  Yes , g:caubed 
Category Labels 
Occuuation 
1 = Professional with Pltvanceci (,o._;ree . 
2= r1·eacJ.1er/ Gom�.selor I 1:urse 
3= ",'i!li t c '.Jollar 
L:-= �-:anac;crio.l / i�dmin.i.ctrati ve/ .Gu:.:>i:cwss 
:.?= Ar·tist/·.h .. iter 
o =  3eLi·cnu:i.:aut/ .1..::ar 
7= 11cc hnic ic.::-1/.:>kii.led '..'forker 
8= .Sc .. i.!.ukillcci or Unskiliea : 1orker 
9= Ot1wr 
C ou 
Prop 
Column 
Total 
nt 
0 
1 
.Table �t23 
Crosstabulation o f  Proposition 
by Occupation 
O c c up 
. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 3  7 1 5 6 5 5 
1 3 0 0 0 4 
7 
2 
3 
1 4  1 0  1 �  6 5 9 5 
1 7 . 1  1 2  .. 2 1 8 . 3  7 . 3  6 . 1  1 1 � 0 6 . 1  
r 3 8 .  
8 9 
Row 
'ro t  al 
6 9 
1 2 
6 8  
{l ;) ,..... V� • 'J 
1 L;. 
1 7 .  1 
7 1 1  82 
8 . 5  1 3 . 4  1 00 . 0  
Raw Chi Sq�nre = 1 8 . 826 1 8  with B degrees o f  freedom. Sig. = . 0 1 58 
Cral"'.ler ' n V = • 4'19 1 5  Contingency C o e f fi c i ent = • 432 1 1 
"],'TA - . 4r;9 ·1 j  \'Jit u  prop dc.,:Jcncicnt . 
E1l1A = • 1 6935 wi tl1 oc c up dep8ndcnt . 
i)roposi t i  on 
0= not proposi tioned 
i =  propos i t ioned 
Catesory Lab�ls 
O c c: una.ti. on 
1 .  2r o fes �:L0i-!O:Gif� i 1 &<lvanccd der;_·e0 
2 .  'i1oacl1Gr/counseJ.or/nurse 
'.'/Hit e c o llar j .  
'+· 
5 .  � O a  
'l .  
8. 
9. 
·, an- •"cr .. ·i al / •'-d ·11· .,... i· s,_ rat ·i v1.� I 1- · - --.; r· ., ° ' '  1 .  - a.0 · -- . n. 1. . i.c '-' - __ '-' :� u..:::.._ . :.... .;;. .; 
· : ,.... .i. l· ,..  t/i"· ' ).. 1- nn i "...L V ..:::> 1 I J. v -.;; . .., 
.t��r>taurant/ J.:tr 
'Per. i1 n-; c i· ... ·1/ -· :...-·i ·11 ca· 'ior1• r� v--· 'J -- J. J. • ¥l1 ..:J.r\.. .- .. - \o - .l- -J. 
Se�iskilled or uuskillea worker 
Other 
39 . 
A larger proportion of divorced women reported being grabbed than 
any of the other marital statuses excluding living with a man since 
there was only one subject in this group. A significant difference was 
computed as , ! ( 5 )  = 1 1  .2289, .E. < .050 (See table 24 ) .  
When women worked in a setting where less than 10% of the work 
force were men, there were fewer incidences of sexual remarks reported . 
This was found to be significant , ! ( 6 )  = 1 2 . 6608, .E. <. .050 (See table 25 ) .  
. There is a significant difference in how women of different occupa­
tional levels feel when they are harassed . Women of lower occupational 
levels reported more anger than those of higher occupational levels.  A 
significant score was obtained , ! ( 8 )  = 1 5 . 5 1876, p <. .050 (See �able 26 ) .  
A significant difference is also found among women of different 
educational levels and how they react to sexual harassment.  In this case, 
women with some college education reported more anger than those with 
higher educational aegrees.  Upon analysis, a significant score was 
obtained , ! ( 4 )  = 1 1 . 3 1654 ,  p � .030 (See table 27) . 
There is a significant difference in how women of the nine occupa­
tional levels feel about sexual harassment. Women from the two highest 
occupational levels appear to think that sexual harassment is not as 
serious as the women from the lower seven occupational categories , 
t (40 ) = 57.05 1 29 ,  p < .040 (See table 28 ) .  
There is a significant difference when comparing attitudes about work 
to occupations . Those women who were in the highest occupational levels 
reported the most positive attitudes about work. Upon analysi s ,  a 
significant score was obtained , ! ( 4 0 )  = 6 0 . 7 1 893,  E L  . 020 ( See table 29). 
There were no significant differences obtained for women who were 
harassed and assertiveness scores.  do significant difference was found 
comparing attractiveness ratings with incidences of harassment. Finally, 
Table ;;t21+ 
Crosstabulation of Grab by l·Ia.rital Status 
Count 
Grab 
Colu.1.:ii 
'=.1o'�a1 
0 
. 
1 
I 
1 :s a us , . t t 
l 
') " '  ,_) 
'I 
jO 
36 . 6 
2 3 
0 29 
1 2 
'i I 3 1  
1 • 2 3?. 8 
4 
4 
l 
5 
G .  l 
6 •  
8 
5 
1 3  
1 5 . 9  
7 
2 
· O  
2 
2. 4 
�· 
I 
Raw C�i Square = 1 1 . 228�0 �it� 5 degrees of freedoD. CiG . 
Cra�cr ' s  V = . J70J5 �o�tin�cncy Coefficient = . 34705 
:!:•rA = . ,)'(005 r:i th r;,.'.::tD tie '_;oric. er:t . 
7'i' i· - · � ·. ::. uo ·\··� t i' '. .,.�.,.. � -:- , , ,... .-'. =- •' l'•: e 11 t .:-1 - r-- e v�rv r · -- _ ,  .i . - v � v ...  V ,........ _ ;-' '-" .. ....... • 
·3rub 
0= not [;ra�)ced 
1 = gra.'rJoed 
<' I· - . 1 vC\� C �or;-)' J.:aoe_s 
.t�?J..:i-. t. Ci J.. _) t c:.J:�.��ll 
l =  sini_;J.e 
2= livin� w i t �  a man 
3= nw.rricd :fir::t -cJ_me 
lt= I"ct.:et:!'.':cied 
6= divorced 
7= \'.').dowed 
40. 
c 'ount 
Remar1<:s 
Colu�·.m 
'l1otal 
I bl �·:25 �a .. e ,., . .. 
Crosstabulation of Remarks by Ratio 
0 
1 
Ratio 
1 
20 
6 
26 
3 1  • 'I 
' 2 
4 
5 
9 
1 1  • 0 
3 
2 
5 
'7 
8 . 5 
4 
7 
5 
1 2  
1 4 .  G 
.. 5 . 
6 
0 
6 
L� 
6 
1 0  
1 2 . 2  
7 
7 
5 
1 2  
1 L�. G 
How 
'l'otal 
50 
0 1 . 0  
8;� 
l GO : u  
Raw Chi ,.._;quare = i 2 . 66080 \'fith 6 degrees o f  freedom. Sig. = . J488 
Cr�ner • s  V = . 39294 Contingency Coefficient = . 36572 
B'rA = • . 39291;. rnt.n reijar�;:s cepcndcnt . 
BAT = . 1 1 1 ?4 wj_th ratio dependent . 
.Re 2.l':�<' '.<".S 
0= IlO rc::1Ctr�:S 
1 = remari�s 
Category Labels 
Rati.Q 
- 1 = " :>1 0 
2= > 25 
3= � 50 
L1.= j0/50 
5= ., 50 
6= < ?5 
7= ( 90 
lj ; 42 . 
Table 1i?6 
Crosstabulation of Anger by OccupatiQn 
Occup 
Co t 1 un 
Anger 0 
Colm:u-1 
Total 
1 
1 3  
1 
1 4  
1 7 . 1  
2 
9 
1 
1 0  
1 2 . 2  
3 4 
1 3  '7 :; 
-
2 3 
1 5 6 
1 8 . 3  ? . 3  
5 
5 
0 
5 
6 . 1 
6 
7 
2 
9 
1 1  • 0 
7 
3 
2 
5 
6 . 1 
8 
3 
I� 
7 
8 .. 5 
9 
i O  
1 
Raw Chi Sauare = 1 5 . 5 1 676 wit h 8 degre es c f  fr c �dom . �ic . = 
C r" a.v:•:e _..-. I :-:;. v· - • J ,r-;_;c;o·' ::, ' J.. • C f � . . t 3 oea --. • L � / / / Gon�inge�cy oe i 1 c 1 o n  = • 7 >? 
:=::·r A = • 43503 ·:1i tl! e.nGor d0!hmo.0nt • 
.8I1A = . 1 ? 1 08 with occup depr;r1dcnt. 
Cntogo:cy Labels 
i)r;B:..E.?--:.: .i m :  
�cm 
;rot al 
I 
c�. 
c:0 ,, ",.1 
J\.nr-;cr 
0= no an_;er 
1 = anz;er 
1 = p.cofcss:i.o �,c.i. ·:::'-� :� adva!'lc ec'i l";.eg:!'.'00 
2= t eacl1c.c/ :.; c.�u ncc�J.or·/ ::1urce 
3= \'!:-1i-� c collar 
L;.= i;tana.�crial/ aar:1inistr<J.ti vc/ 'c.1usinc::.;:_; 
5= � ti.::;t/\'/:ci tur 
�-,= .... �cctaurant/b� 
'I= t cc !1r1ic :La.n/ si-;:illod wo:d;:er 
o= 3c .. �i:31�j_ll cd/unskillcd \'/OI'�\:0I' 
9=: othGr 
T !'> 'ol e ·:�2' 1 c., . " '  
Crosstabulati o n  of Anger by Education 
Educ 
Count 
Anger 
0 
1 
2 
1 6  
2 
1 8  
22 . 0  
. 
3 
1 J 
9 
20 
2L1 . • 4 
4 
1 6  
2 
1 8  
22. 0  
5 
1 0  
2 
,,.. 0 
1 3  
1 
1 1+ 
1 r( • 1 
Row 
Total 
66 
80 . 5  
1 6  
1 9 . 5  
82 
1 00 . 0  
43 . 
Raw C h i  SL:uarc = 1 1  . 3 1 654 with Lf degrees of freedom. Sig . -- . 0232 
Cro.:ner ' ;:,  if = . 3'7 1 49 Contin(.;1:.:1:cy C u e f ficient = • .5482l+ 
· EJ�A -- • .)'?1 � 9  r:1th anger de�)ef!Ll.e nt . 
E'l1A = . 1 .)078 witi1 cducatj.011 a.e:1 Gnoent . 
!mr;e:r 
0::: no a11ce1--
-
I : ,';1_ '1.G el'' 
Category Laoels 
J�dU£.Rticn 
2= i'l.i.Gh sc.!1001 
3= somo collc.�;c 
4= colluGe dc�ree 
5= SO!!!G Z�l:'&UU.:i.i.:c \'!Ork 
6= adv�ticcd aecre0 
Crosstauulation of i 3 e l  oy Oc c upation 
Occu9 l 
Count 
Feel 
Col.umr: 
'l1o�al 
Q 
1 
2 
3 
1: .., 
(:. 
2 3 
0 0 2 
0 0 :; 
0 5 1 
6 1 1 
3 0 2 
- . 
5 ' 6 , .  r 
l l� 1 0  1 5  
1 7 . 1  i 2 . 2  1 3 . J  
�· 
1 
j 
0 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
:; 
0 
2 
5 
6 � 1 
6 
2 
0 
1 
0 
l 
;:::: ./ 
9 
1 1  • 0 
7 
2 
1 . 
1 
0 
0 
1 
C" / 
6 . 1 
I 
8 
1 
1 
1 
0 
l 
3 
7 
8 . 5  
0 
1 
0 
3 
I 
,. 
v 
•• I I ., 
,_ / ' I  
I 44. 
8 
9 . 8  
7 
d . 5  
n ,, 
1 1 .  J 
1 '  ',) 
1 1  • J 
3L;. 
L;. 1 • :> 
02 
1 oo. �) 
.. ::.c::\'J Ct�i sc::uD . .:. ... e = 57 . 0_; 1 29 ·.;:i.t h  L;.J de�rees o f  freedo:.1 • .Sic . = . c.�. ,,:2 
Crarncr 1 n  V = . 37303 Conti�gcncy Coe fficient = . 64054 
7�f�\ = . 3089/ ·:iit:1 fee..!.. dc .:;cj,.·:lc!1t . 
,,.., , . 2·1 n �,:_> · '  . - · · .;:, _L� ;: u_ ·1 \ill:.:l OCCU�) :.. <:10!1C.en-c . 
Labels 
;'cs� J� 
O= c i r c l 0cl. t o o  ,,:.:u1,y nr:s··rc.r::> 
1 = se:�ll;,�l :.c::�:·:�.�J?!t> are .i1�1:."\. cl 
2= ir.:·:oc cn.t -f".'..i_ .. Gatio \::::.; : .u_: ':) r10r. :ci.ay i.nt BrcstinG 
3= c:i.t t :cD.c'�ivo ·::o:.:o :.-! :ietVG ·co :�� n o c t  v.,ivnncos an0. !10':1 to .l1cu1dl0 tho:.; 
5= '."!Ol:"l0rl '.'/hO c..:c o 00 c:wrc(.t .'.J.I'C .;:::;�::iP-<'._'; l'or it 
6= ur..v:alco�·.10 r:!alc <lt � (;ntior: is offc1�:.:>ivc 
.(. ; C r��-..S.:StQ '1 
1 ::: pro f  ·::.zs:� 0_1.: .. ..1. ·;;:� cii adv a �1c e:d c.lo;_;:'-3 c 
2:: t 3:.t��� or I c �u;�selor /:iu.1�sc 
:).::. 
1, -r-
5= 
·,/;!.L c ..:: c 0::.l.:c ::. ·  
· �  l .,  ··n �"J. � : - i/ '=" <i · i· .. ,l.· ;::·c· -r r: ·i· -; \' � / 11· • ·-J· 111:. c c  J tt.4.. c....  , - ... _ ...,,_ __ � v. "'. 1 ·' ...  .._.. .- '-"'· " -- � .,, ...... v _ v V V  
.., ,..-. • .  -\ :::Y;·, ... ,..,.; ;,,.. :'"'\:"" c;,. _ """' --- \,,. .1 .... - \.. "'"-
6=rcGtaura�t/bar 
? = t ec Ji71j_ c :!.:-.n [:u .. j_ 11 � � 
8=u:1.skill0ci ':/Or"c.i.:::c· 
:J= ot i: cr 
, ... (""\ -...... . .  �" ,, .....,.J. : \. \ ; ,.  
Te.ble 129 
Crosstabulntion o f  �ork Is by Occ upation 
Occup 
c ount 1 
\'Jork i s 0 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
2 
o .. 
0 
1 1 
0 
1 4  
1 7 . 1  
.'.'ark :Ls 
t.1:= ci�"cTcQ too 
1 .--:: ex� :i. t:in;; 
bo:!:'ij\s ;:>-�-
3:.:: 
h= 
5= 
0;-� . . [,ttSt i r:t;; 
C:� ,. ·, 1 C "1 ··i· ·i ·r -·A- i ..._, t.. •• -> 
d C:lo:b (': ;..:tni E:� 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
6 
0 
1 0  
1 2 . 2 
3 
1 
1 
4 
l) 
8 
1 
1 5  
1 8 . ) 
4 
l 0 ---.--
0 
1 
0 
5 
0 
�:;: .y;.' 
rl' O : .S..-� 
_ ,, 6 7 ,  Q v 
1 1 1 0 
-
1 0 
9 
I ! ' ,) . --I I I f 
' 
.... ...... 
. . 
; 3 
'� � . --�- ... _ _, i 1 ':"1 0 1 1 1 I 2 I 
-t-·-
I ! I 
J 0 1 0 ! I u - · - -·- .. -.. 
1 1 3 1 ;: I ! 
I i \ 2 _La_ 
___.. 
0 
5 
6 . 1 
4 
g 
1 1 • 0 
0 I 
5 
6 .  1 
.Q.c c 1 � g��i n.[! 
1 = n:cofesr:;ionnl vri t� .::t<..i vc:;'..c�d 
t eache:7.:'/ c O i .. mselo.r/ �ur.:.1 � 
\'!iii t e c ollar 
t:im1 .:J.. : o l''i<:u/' ·uus in e .s s _, 
�r·tist/·,·-ri tcr 
r e :..; t �u1.';;.11 �/-cnr 
skLll2d r:or�·a:-:r 
'�I • • • ..: _: - C,.' . " • '\  .· • ·  .. L 
l 
l l 
-' 
. · ... · 
,· 
'-
) . 
i - • •. 
46� 
there were no significant differences obtained when comparing assertive­
ness and marital status. 
DISCUSSION 
. . 
All previous research has been limited to the popular press where 
subjects were invited to respond to questionnaireso The incidents 
reported in this study are not as substantial but considerably below 
those in previous studies. This is not surprising since the surveys 
by periodicals ask the readers to respondo Those who are most likely 
to respond may be those who are harassed o 
No differences were found in women who were sexually harassed 
and levels of assertiveness o It would be more clearcut if the answer 
were "yes , "  and we could say women who are assertive are harassed more 
or women who are assertive are harassed less . That would make a simple 
solution to a complex problem. However ,  that is not the case. There 
was no conclusive evidence presented in this paper to make such a claim. 
The woman ' s  response does not appear .to have a significant effect on 
the harasser ' s  actions . 
/ 
I Research suggests the harasser desires a 
situation of power which he often has in ·the workplace. Sexual harass-
ment is compared to the crime of rape in many studies because of the 
issue of power. There is also research to suggest that a refusa l ,  or 
assertive behavior in some cases , is looked upon as a challenge by the 
man. This theory was not substantiated in this paper but would be in 
interesting area for further research. 
There are significant differences when comparing certain demographic 
data t0 assertiveness and comparing the same data to incidents of sexual 
harassment .  First, let us review the significant differences with 
assertiveness and response probability and various demographic data. 
The following differences were found when using the response proba-
bility factor . Women who had the highest likelihood of responding 
asse�tively ( response probability) were younger, from lower educational 
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and occupational levels , of average attractiyeness ,  saw sexual harass­
ment as less serious than other group� , and thought of their jobs 
in negative terms ( boring , _ exhausting, demeaning) than women with lower 
response probability scores. This may seem unusual. The woman at the 
top does not have as great of a need to be assertive. However, there is 
probably a greater need for assertive behavior and more opportunity to 
use it when a woman is in a lower level occupation. The woman in this 
lower level job is also more likely to be younger and not as well­
educated. Consequently, it is understandable why she would view her 
work in negative terms . She may not see the problem as being serious 
because it is commonplace and therefore of no special consequence. The 
attractivenes� rating is interesting, but the reliability is question­
able. Women were asked to rate themselves from one to ten on how they 
thought others would rate them on attractiveness. 
When using assertiveness as a type instead of using the response 
probability factor, there is a change in the significant scores.  The 
changes were that women who were labeled assertive were from higher 
occupational levels and that assertive women like their work more . 
One reason for these differences is that many of the cells in the chi 
square tables contained a zero . Since no person is represented in 
some of the cells, zeros are added to the analysis and may contaminate 
the results. This is partially accounted for by the small number of 
subjects. Another reason for the differences is that response proba­
bility and assertiveness as measured in this study are not the same 
measures. The difference is that assertiveness is computed by factoring 
response probability and degree of discomfort together. Response proba­
bility does not include the discomfort rating. This would lend credi­
bility lo the idea of using both factors. 
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In examining significant differences comparing incidents of sexual 
narassment and de�ographic data, we find that · single· and divorced 
women report being grabbed more ; women report fewer sexual remarks when 
there are less than 10% men working with them; women in lower occupational 
levels report being grabbed , propositioned , and reacted with anger more ; 
women with a partial college education report more sexual remarks and 
hints .  It is interesting to note that some of the women who reported 
receiving sexual remarks also said that questions pertaining to sexual 
harassment did not pertain to them. This may reflect an attitude of 
some women that sexual remarks do not constitute sexual harassment .  In 
short , i t  appears that women of lower occupational and educational levels 
report more serious forms of sexual harassment and report more anger . 
Possible future investigation will be needed to refine our under­
standing of how assertiveness relates to harassment. An investigation 
of women ' s  attitudes about sexual harassment would also be a relevant 
area to explore further. Recommendation: for ·changes are included in 
Appendix c � .  
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APPENDIX "A" 
THE ASSERTION INVENTORY 
Many people experience difficulty in handling interpersonal situations 
requiring them to assert themselves in some way , for example , turning 
down a request , asking a favor, giving someone a compliment , expressing 
disapproval or approval, etc . Please indicate your degree of discomfort 
or anxiety in the space provided before each situation list8d below. 
Utilize the following scale to indicate degree of discomfor t .  
1 · = none 2 = a little 3 = a fair amount 4 = much 5 = very much . 
Then , go over the list a second time and indicate after each item the 
prohAbility or likelihood of your displaying che behavior j.f actually 
presented with the situation. For example, if you rarely apologize when 
you are at faul t ,  you would mark "411 after that item. Utilize the foll0H­
ing scale to indicate response probability: 
= always do it 2 = usually do it 3 = · do it about half the time 
4 = rarely do it 5 = never do it 
Note : it i s  important to cover your discomfort ratings ( located in front 
of the items ) while indicating response probabilit,y. Otherwise , one 
rating may contaminate the other and a realistic assessment of your 
behavior is unlikely. To correct for this, place a piece of paper over 
your discomfort ratings while responding to the situations a second time 
for response probability. 
Degree of 
Discomfort 
1 .  Turn down a request to borrow your car. 
2 .  Compliment a friend.  
3 .  Ask a favor of someone . 
4 .  Resist sales pressure . 
5 .  Apologize when you are at fau] t .  
6 .  Turn down a request for a meeting or a date. 
7 .  Admit fear and request consideration . 
Response 
Probahi.lity 
8 .  �oll n person you are intimately involvect wi t h  when 
he/she says or does something that bothers you 
9 .  M:k f'or a raisr: . • 
1 0 .  Admit ignorance in some area. 
1 1 .  Turn down a request to borrow money. 
1 2 .  Ask personal questions . 
1 3 .  Turn ·off a talkative friend. 
1 4 .  Ask for constructive criticism. 
1 5 .  Initiate a conversat.ion with a stranger. 
16. Compliment a person you are romantically involved 
with or interested in . 
1 7 .  Request a meeting or a date with a person. 
1 8 .  Your initial request for a meeting i s  turned down, 
and you ask the person again at a later date. 
1 9 .  Admit confusion about a point under discussion and 
ask for clarification. 
20. Apply for a job. 
2 1 .  'Ask whether you have offended someone. 
22. Tell someone that you like them. 
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23. Request expected service when such is not forthcoming, 
eg. in a restaurant.  
24. Discuss openly with the person his/her criticism of 
your behavior. 
25 . Return defective items, eg. ,  store or restaurant.  
----
__ __ 
26 . Express an opinion that differs from that of the 
person you are talking to . 
----
--··-
-----
27. Resist sexual overtures when you are not inter­
ested. 
28. Tell the person when you feel he/she has done some­
thing that is unfair to you . 
29. Accept a date. 
3 0 .  Tell someone good news about yourself . 
3 1 .  Resist pressure to drink. 
32. Resis� a signiftcant personal unfair demand.  
33. Quit. a JOb. 
JLf . llc:.n:.� L ;:ire.::;:mre t.o "1.ur·1 on " . 
.•.. 
35. Discuss openly with the person his/her criticisms of 
your work. 
36. Request the return of borrowed items. 
3 7 .  Receive compliments .  
38. Continue to converse wit� someone who disagrees with 
you . 
39. Tell a friend or someone with whom you work when 
he/she says or does something that bothers you. 
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4 0 .  Ask a person who is annoying you in a public situation 
to stop. 
5 5 .  
APPENDIX "B" 
This i s  a test designed to investigate your feelings and attitud�s about 
your job. Demographic and ether variables have been added so a statis­
tical analysis may be done with your responses. Do not write yo�r names ; 
your answers are confidential . Circle the letter of your choice, and 
answer all questions as honestly as possible. 
1 .  Are you working presently for pay outside the home? 
A .  Yes, I have a full-time job ( 30 hours or more a week ) .  
B. Yes, I have a part-time job ( less than 30 hours a week ) . 
c .  No, I do volunteer work. 
D .  No, but I have worked in the past. 
2 .  What is your occupation? 
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
A .  Professional with advanced degree ( doctor, lawyer) 
B .  Teacher , counselor , social worker, nurse. 
C .  White collar ( sales, secretarial , clerical ) .  
D .  Managerial, administrative , busines s .  
E .  Artis t ,  writer. 
F .  Restaurant/bar (hostess , waitress , bartender ) .  
G .  Technician, skilled worker . 
H .  Semiskilled or unskilled worker. 
I .  Other . 
What is your age? 
A. Under 20 . D .  30 to 35 . 
B .  20 to 24 . E .  Over 35 . 
c .  25 to 2 9 .  
What i s  your marital status,? 
A .  Single E .  Separated. 
B. Living with a man. F .  Divorced . 
c. Married , first time . G. Widowed . 
D .  Remarried. 
What is the highest level of education you have received? 
A. Grade School. D .  College degree. 
B. High school. E .  Some graduate work. 
C .  Some college. F. Advanced degree. 
What is your approximate annual salary? 
A .  Less than $5 , 000. D .  $ 1 5 , 00 1  to $25 ,000. 
B .  $5, 000 to $ 1 0 , 00 0 .  E .  More than $25 , 00 0 .  
C .  $ 1 0 , 000 t o  $ 1 5 , 000. 
On a scale from 1 to 1 0  ( 1 0  being the highest )  what would you say 
others would rate you on attractiveness? 
A . • 1 • F .  6 .  
B .  2 .  G .  7 .  
c .  3 .  H .  8 .  
D .  4 .  T .J.. . 9 .  
E .  5 .  J .  1 0  • .  
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8 .  In getting your job, how important do you think your physical 
attractiveness was? 
A .  More imp_ortant than my other qualification s .  
B .  Equally important. 
C o  Less important. 
Do Unimportant .  
9 .  What i s  the male/female ratio of employees where you are employed? 
A. Less than 10% men . E .  Over 50% men . 
B .  Less than 25% men. F .  Over 75% men . 
c .  Less than 50% men . G. Over 90% men. 
D. 50/50. 
1 0 .  Which of the following have you experienced with male co-workers 
or supervisors? ( Circle �etters of all of the answers that apply . )  
1 1  • 
A .  Sexual remarks or teasing. 
B .  Subtle sexual hints and pressures . 
C .  Touching, grabbing, brushing against ,  pinching. 
D. Invitations to a date with the implication that a refusal may 
count against you. 
E. Sexual propositions. 
F .  Se�ual propositions with the implication that refusing may 
count against you. 
G .  Sexual relations with the implication that refusal may count 
against you. 
H .  Other forms of sexual harassment. 
I .  N o  sexual harassment at all. 
If a male supervisor or co-worker has made sexual advances to you, 
did you react? ( How you reacted most often) how 
A .  
B .  
c .  
D .  
E .  
F .  
G. 
H. 
I enjoyed i t .  
I ignored i t ,  hoping i t  would stopo 
I worried that if I objected that it would somehow go against 
me . 
I played along with i t ,  hoping it would lead to a promotion. 
I asked the man to stop i t .  
I reported i t  to a supervisor or a union representative. 
I slapped him. (Or some other form of physical aggression) 
Not applicabl e .  
1 2 .  How did the unwanted sexual attention make you feel? ( Circle all 
tba� apply) 
13 .  
A .  Angry o E .  Frightened . 
B .  Intimidated . F .  Embarrassed . 
C .  Physically i l l .  G. I t  was of no consequence . 
D. Flattered . H .  Doesn ' t  apply. 
How do you shield yourself from unwanted sexual attention? 
A .  I pretend not to notice. 
B. I act silly and childish. 
c .  I adopt a cool, guarucJ manner. 
D. I dress with extreme modesty. 
E .  I flaunt my weddine ring. 
F .  Other . 
G .  I never had to cope with i t .  
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1 4 .  If you were to report a man ' s  unwelcome attentions to someone 
in authority, what do you think would happen? 
A.  Nothing at all. 
B .  I would be told not t o  take it so seriously. 
c .  The man would be asked to stop or else. 
D. I would be labeled a "Troublemaker". 
E .  I would be offered a job in another department to help me 
avoid the man. 
F .  I would be moved to another department in retaliation. 
G .  I would be fired. 
H .  None of the above. 
1 5 .  Have you or any women you know ever--
A.  Quit a job because of unwanted sexual attention? 
B .  Been fired because of unwanted sexual attention? 
c .  Not applicable , 
1 6 .  Which of the following statements best reflects the way you feel? 
1 7 .  
1 8 .  
A .  Sexual tensions between men and women who work together are 
normal. 
B .  Innocent flirtations make the workday interesting. 
C .  An attractive woman has to learn to expect sexual advances and 
learn to handle them. 
D .  Encouraging the boss ' s  sexual interest i s  often a way of getting 
ahead . 
E .  Women who are bothered by male co-workers are usually asking 
for i t .  
F .  Unwelcome male attention on the job i s  offensive . 
P.ow do you feel about your job? 
A .  Like i t o  
B .  Dislike i t o  
c .  Indifferent .  
Do you think your work is.;.-
A. Exciting. 
B .  Boring. 
C o  Exhaustingo 
D .  Challenging. 
E .  .Demeaning o 
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APPENDIX "C" 
WHAT TO DO IF YOU ARE SEXUALLY HARASSED 
There are several steps outlined by various organizations to follow 
when a woman is sexually harassed. One step is to make it clear that 
the behavior will not be tolerated . Put subsequent warnings to the 
�asser in writing! If the harassment persists, report it to your 
supervisor. If the harasser is the supervisor, report it to someone 
else in authority. Keep a record of the incidents with name s ,  dates , 
witnesses, etc . Collect records of progress reports and personal files 
that show your good work record before you complain in case the boss may 
remove favorable reports. Bring a witness or tape recorder to the meet­
ings with the person involved . Find out if any of your co-workers have 
had the same problem. 
If you can ' t  complain to anyone in the company , go to the office 
of EEOC in the bureau of personal management. The EEOC office will tell 
you to file a complaint . 
If yqu are not satisfied with resolution of the complaint or you · 
have been fired for refusing sexual advances, contact the Department of 
Human Rights ( DHR) or Equal &nployment Commission (EEOC) about filing 
a charge of sex discrimination . You must file within 180 days unless 
the offence is a continuing offence . 
Take notes of all information relating to the incidents ( including 
retaliation ) to the meeting. Your word against the harassers is 
generally not sufficient to bring charges . It will be necessary to 
have witnesses or other women who have been harassed. If you are 
transferred to an inferior job or passed over for promotion, report 
this also; you may contact the DHR or EEOC about retaliation charges.  
The second charge must be filed within 180 days of the retaliation. 
5 9 .  
If you have been physically harassed o r  threatened while on the 
job, you may have grounds for criminal charges of assault and battery . 
Contact an attorney or the _police. Other places you ruay go fo� help 
are the Department of Human Right s ,  EEOC , Huma� Relations Commis3ion 
( locally ) ,  National Organization of Women ( local chapter ) ,  Rape Infor­
mation and Counseling Services, The National Labor Relations Board ( if 
you have lost your job or are suffering retaliation ) ,  Working Women 
United Institute ( New York City) and the Alliance Against Sexual Coercion 
( Business Week, October,  1979 ; Glamour ,  May, 1 980 ; Illinois Department 
of Transportation, 1980 ; McCalls, August , 1980 ; Mademoiselle, .January, 
1980 ; Van Buren, 1 9 8 1 ) .  Above all, it i s  important to remember women 
are not helples s .  
